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Description

[0001] This invention relates to a toroidal type contin-
uously variable transmission. A toroidal type continu-
ously variable transmission (referred to hereafter as
CVT) is used in a vehicle or the like.
[0002] Japanese Patent Laying Open Publication He-
isei 7-174201 published in 1995 seems to represent the
closest prior art. In this CVT, mutually opposed power
rollers are interposed and held between coaxially dis-
posed input and output disks. Further, trunnions which
support the shafts of these power rollers are supported
so as to be capable of displacement in the axial direction
as well as rotatable around their axes.
[0003] With this type of the CVT, the upper ends and
the lower ends of the trunnions, which are provided as
mutually opposed, are respectively connected together
by an upper link and a lower link. Due to this, when a
trunnion is displaced along its axial direction, the upper
link and the lower link execute swinging movement. At
this time, shoulder portions formed upon the trunnions
and projecting portions on the upper link or on the lower
link may come into contact with one another.
[0004] If the projecting portions of the links are formed
as sharp corner portions, these corner portions often
bite at the shoulder portions of the trunnions when they
contact slidably into the shoulder portions of the trun-
nions. Due to the occurrence of this biting, the move-
ment of the trunnions, in other words the gyration move-
ment of the power rollers, is obstructed, which causes
resistance during speed changing. As a result this be-
comes a cause of hysteresis in the speed change char-
acteristic of the transmission.
[0005] Further, if a variation should be present in the
shapes of the comer portions, then the sliding resistance
set up to the movement of each of the trunnions unde-
sirably becomes different. That is to say, when the pro-
jecting portions contact slidably onto the trunnions, al-
though one of the trunnions may gyrate easily, it may
happen that the other trunnion cannot gyrate easily due
to biting of the comer portions. Accordingly, the problem
has occurred of hysteresis being engendered in the
speed changing characteristic due to variation of the
sliding resistance acting in the directions of gyration of
the power rollers, which causes deterioration in the ac-
curacy of speed change control.
It is an objective of the present invention to provide a
toroidal type continuously variable transmission, where-
in a smooth speed change characteristic can be
achieved.
According to the present invention said objective is
solved by a toroidal type continuously variable transmis-
sion having the features of independent claim 1.
According to said toroidal type continuously variable
transmission the occurrence of hysteresis in speed
change characteristic is prevented by rendering uniform
contact condition of the links and the shoulder portions
of the trunnion.

Preferred embodiments of the present invention are laid
down in the dependent claims.
Hereinafter the present invention is illustrated and ex-
plained with regard to some embodiments of a toroidal
type continuously variable transmission as shown in the
accompanying drawings. In the drawings wherein:

Fig. 1 is an outline view of a toroidal type continu-
ously variable transmission,
Fig. 2 is a vertical sectional view of the toroidal type
continuously variable transmission,
Fig. 3 is a bottom view seen an upper link,
Fig. 4 is a sectional view of the upper link taken in
a plane shown by the arrows A-A in Fig. 3,
Fig. 5 is an enlarged sectional view of a projecting
portion of the upper link,
Fig. 6 is a bottom view seen of a main portion of an
upper link according to a first embodiment of the in-
vention (which comprises all of the features of inde-
pendent claim 1).
Fig. 7 is similar to Fig. 6, and is a bottom view seen
a main portion of an upper link, showing a second
embodiment of the invention (which comprises all
of the features of independent claim 1).
Fig. 8 is an enlarged sectional view of a projecting
portion of the upper link taken in a plane shown by
the arrows B-B in Fig. 7,
Fig. 9 is an enlarged sectional view of a projecting
portion of the upper link taken in a plane shown by
the arrows C-C in Fig. 7.

[0006] Referring to Fig. 1, the CVT comprises two
pairs of input disks 21 and output disks 22. Two pairs of
power rollers 20 are gripped between each of the input
disks 21 and the output disks 22. Next, referring to Fig.
2, each of the power rollers 20 is supported upon a trun-
nion 4 via a pivot shaft 24. An upper link 5 and a lower
link 6 are respectively connected to the opposite upper
and lower ends of each of the trunnions 4.
[0007] Next, referring to Fig. 1, the pair of input disk
21 and the output disks 22 is coaxially mounted upon
an input shaft 1. The input disks 21 are rotationally driv-
en by the input shaft 1. The power rollers 20 transmit
the rotation of the input disks 21 to the output disks 22.
The rotation of the output disks 22 is transmitted to the
driving wheels via an output gear 2.
[0008] Referring to Fig. 2, the pair of trunnions 4 is
arranged on either side of the input shaft 1 of the input
disks 21 and the output disks 22. The trunnions 4 freely
rotatably support the power rollers 20 via pivot shafts 24
which are capable of individual swinging movement.
The trunnions 4 are supported by the upper links 5 and
lower links 6 so that their respective positions can be
changed both in the axial directions of, and around, their
respective rotation axes 4C.
[0009] And rods 42 are connected to the lower ends
of the trunnions 4. Each of the rods 42 is driven in the
upwards and downwards direction by a hydraulic cylin-
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der 30. When the trunnion is displaced in the upwards
and downwards direction, the power rollers 20 are rota-
tionally displaced around the rotation axes 4C. This dis-
placement will be termed "gyration". The result of gyra-
tion is that the contact radiuses between the power roll-
ers 20 and the input disks 21 and the output disks 22
change, so that the speed change ratio changes contin-
uously.
[0010] Accompanying the transmission of torque by
the power rollers 20, the input disks 21 and the output
disks 22 exert thrust forces upon the power rollers 20 in
directions away from the input shaft 1. In opposition to
these thrust forces, the upper links 5 and the lower links
6 keep the distance between the rotation axes 4C of the
trunnions 4 almost constant.
[0011] Referring to Fig. 2, Fig. 3, and Fig. 4, a through
hole 5B is formed in the central portion of the upper link
5. The upper link 5 is connected via a pin 12 to an upper
link post (support member) 17 which passes through the
through hole 5B. Further, the upper link post 17 is con-
nected to a post base 16 which is fixed to an upper inner
circumferential portion of the casing 11.
[0012] The pin 12 is provided so as to project from the
upper link post 17 in parallel with the input shaft 1. Re-
ferring to Fig. 4, the pin 12 engages with a pin hole 51
which is formed in the upper link 5 in parallel with the
input shaft 1. In this manner, the upper link 5 is support-
ed upon the upper link post 17 so as to be capable of
swinging movement.
[0013] On the other hand, through holes (aperture
portion) 5A are formed in the both side of through hole
5B of the upper link 5. Shafts 41, which project upwards
in Fig. 2 from shoulder portions 40 provided at the upper
ends of the trunnions 4, are passed through the through
holes 5A. Furthermore, spherical joints 60 with spherical
surfaces shown in Fig. 2 are fitted around the outer sur-
faces of these shafts 41. The trunnions 4 and the upper
link 5 are connected together via the spherical joints 60.
It should be understood that the spherical joints 60 com-
prise needle roller bearings around their inner surfaces.
[0014] On the other hand, a through hole 6B is formed
in the central portion of the lower link 6. The lower link
6 is connected via a pin 12 to a lower link post 27 which
passes through the through hole 6B. Further, the lower
link post 27 is connected to the housing 11 via a post
base 26 and a housing of the hydraulic cylinder 30.
[0015] The pin 12 is provided so as to project from the
lower link post 27 in parallel with the input shaft 1. The
pin 12 engages with a pin hole which is formed in the
through hole 6B of the lower link 6. In this manner, the
lower link 6 is supported upon the lower link post 27 so
as to be capable of swinging movement.
[0016] Through holes 6A are formed at both sides of
the through hole 6B of the lower link 6. Shafts 44, which
project in the downward direction in Fig. 2 from shoulder
portions 43 which are formed on the lower end portions
of the trunnions 4, are passed through the through holes
6A. Spherical joints 60 with spherical surfaces are fitted

around the outer surfaces of these shafts 44. The inner
surfaces of the spherical joints 60 are contacted to the
shafts 44 via needle roller bearings, and their outer pe-
ripheries which are formed as curved surfaces are con-
tacted to the inner surfaces of the through holes 6A.
[0017] Moreover, the rods 42 which connect the trun-
nions 4 and the hydraulic cylinders 30 are engaged with
the inner peripheral end portions of the shafts 44.
[0018] By doing this, the two trunnions 4 which are
connected to the upper link 5 and the lower link 6 are
displaced in opposite directions along the axial direc-
tion. Further, the trunnions 4 are allowed by the spheri-
cal joints 60 to rotate around the rotation axes 4C.
[0019] Next, the structure of the upper link 5 and the
lower link 6 will be explained in detail. It should be un-
derstood that the upper link 5 and the lower link 6 are of
identical form, and accordingly in the following explana-
tion only the upper link 5 will be discussed.
[0020] Referring to Fig. 3, four through holes 5A are
provided in the upper link 5, and these are formed in
symmetrical positions on left and right with the input
shaft 1 in the middle. On the other hand, through holes
5B are formed in central positions between the left and
right through holes 5A, for the upper link posts 17 to be
inserted hereinto.
[0021] Referring to Fig. 2 through Fig. 5, projecting
portions 50 are provided in the vicinities of the outer
sides of each of the through holes 5A on the lower sur-
face of the upper link 5. The projecting portions 50 are
positioned facing the shoulder portions 40 of the trun-
nions 4, and can contact slidably thereagainst. Each of
the projecting portions 50 is arranged parallel to the in-
put shaft 1.
[0022] In their sectional shapes, the projecting por-
tions 50, as shown in Fig. 5, are formed as sectors of
circles with arcuate faces 50A having a predetermined
radius R.
[0023] When the trunnions 4 perform speed changing
by varying their positions in mutually opposite axial di-
rections, the upper link 5 execute swinging movement
according to relative movement of the opposing trun-
nions 4. And, if the displacements in the axial direction
of the trunnions 4 become great, the projecting portions
50 come to contact slidably into the shoulder portions
40 of the trunnions 4.
[0024] Since the arcuate faces 50A of the projecting
portions 50 contact slidably into the shoulder portions,
it is possible to minimize the sliding resistance. Further-
more, it is possible to make these sliding resistances
equal, since each of the projecting portions 50 is made
to have the same arcuate face 50A. Accordingly, it is
possible to prevent the occurrence of hysteresis in the
speed change characteristic, and it is easily possible to
guarantee the accuracy of speed change control.
[0025] It should be noted that it is possible to form the
lower link 6 with the same projecting portions 50 and
arcuate faces 50A as the upper link 5.
[0026] Further, even if variation has occurred in the
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radius of curvature or the like of the arcuate faces 50A,
there is no question of comer portions biting against the
shoulder portions 40, since there is no sliding of any
sharp comer portions against the shoulder portions 40.
Accordingly it is possible to prevent the increase of slid-
ing resistance, and it is possible to suppress hysteresis
in the speed change characteristic of the transmission.
[0027] Referring to Fig. 6, this shows a first embodi-
ment of the invention which comprises all of the features
of independent claim 1. In said second embodiment the
positional arrangement of the projecting portions provid-
ed with arcuate faces is modified from that in the first
embodiment. In this embodiment, when the projecting
portions contact slidably onto the shoulder portions 40,
they are arranged so as to be near to the center of the
relative swinging movement of the trunnions 4 and the
upper link 5, irrespective of the gyrating angles of the
trunnions. Moreover, each of the projecting portions is
divided into two projecting portions 50L and 50H which
lie on opposite sides of the through hole 5A.
[0028] If the projecting portions 50L and 50H are
brought close to the center of the relative swinging
movement of the trunnions in this manner, it is possible
to reduce the sliding resistance. For this reason, the pro-
jecting portions 50L and 50H are formed so as to be sep-
arated by the through hole 5A.
[0029] The through holes 5A shown in Fig. 6 are
formed so as to correspond to the one of the through
holes 5A shown at the upper left or at the lower right of
Fig. 3. The projecting portion 50L contact slidably onto
the shoulder portion 40 of its trunnion 4 when its power
roller 20 is gyrated to the Lo speed change ratio side
(clockwise as seen in Fig. 6). Further, the projecting por-
tion 50H contact slidably onto the shoulder portion 40 of
its trunnion 4 when its power roller 20 is gyrated to the
Hi speed change ratio side (anticlockwise as seen in Fig.
6). It should be understood that the sectional shapes of
the projecting portions 50L and 50H are circular sectors,
just as was the case for the projecting portions 50 of the
first embodiment, and also their end portions which can
contact the shoulder portions 40 are formed with arcuate
faces 50A.
[0030] With these projecting portions 50L and 50H
which are divided into two, according to the invention
mutually confronting short sides 50S are formed to fol-
low along radiuses of the through holes 5A, i.e. to follow
along radiuses of the shaft portions 41 of the trunnions.
[0031] Let the central line which joins the centers of
the through holes 5A corresponding to opposing trun-
nions 4 be designated as 5C. The short sides 50S are
formed along lines which prolong those radiuses which
subtend a predetermined angle θ with respect to this
central line 5C.
[0032] Accordingly, when the projecting portions 50L
and 50H contact slidably into the shoulder portions 40
of the trunnions 4 due to swinging movement of the up-
per link 5, the short sides 50S contact slidably so as to
be perpendicular to the tangent directions of the rotating

shoulder portions 40. Due to this, point contact sliding
is prevented, and the short sides 50S and the shoulder
portions 40 contacts linearly. Accordingly, it is possible
reliably to prevent increase of the sliding resistance.
Further, it is possible to make the sliding resistance gen-
erated by the projecting portions 50L and 50H uniform.
Accordingly it is possible to prevent the generation of
hysteresis in the speed change characteristic of the
transmission.
[0033] Apart from these matters, the construction of
this first inventive embodiment is identical to that of the
embodiment of Figs. 1 to 5.
[0034] According to Fig. 7 through Fig. 9, in a second
embodiment of the invention which comprises all fea-
tures of independent claim 1 but furthermore the corner
portions of the short sides 50S of the second embodi-
ment are formed as arcuate faces 50B. Apart from this
feature, the structure is the same as in the first embod-
iment.
[0035] According to Fig. 9, for the cross sections of
the long sides of the projecting portions 50L and 50H
(the sides in the horizontal direction in Fig. 7), the outer
peripheral end portions are formed with arcuate faces
of radius R1. Furthermore, according to Fig. 8, the com-
er portions of the short sides 50S which mutually oppose
one another are formed with arcuate faces 50B of radius
R2. It should be understood that radius R1 is greater
than radius R2.
[0036] It is possible easily to make uniform the sliding
resistance which each projecting portion 50 imparts to
its trunnion 4 when the plurality of projecting portions 50
start to contact slidably onto their respectively opposing
shoulder portions 40 of the trunnions 4, since the corner
portions of the short sides 50S are formed with the ar-
cuate faces of radius R2. Furthermore, even though the
projecting portions 50L and 50H which are provided to
the upper link 5 and the lower link 6 are formed as di-
vided so that they lie on either side of the through holes
5A, it is possible to prevent the occurrence of hysteresis
in the speed change characteristic of the transmission,
and it is possible easily to ensure accuracy of the speed
change control.
[0037] Next, since the radius R1 of the arcuate faces
50A is set to be greater than the radius R2 of the arcuate
faces 50B, during contacting slidably between the upper
link 5 and the shoulder portions 40, larger arcs of the
long sides contact onto the shoulder portions 40. Ac-
cordingly reduction of the contact pressures between
the contacting areas can be anticipated, and according-
ly it is possible to count upon reduction of the sliding
resistance.
[0038] Although the case of the projecting portions
50L was shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, the opposite pro-
jecting portions 50H also are formed with arcuate faces
in the same manner.
[0039] It should be noted that, although in the above
embodiments by way of example the projecting portions
50 were shown as being provided both to the upper link
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5 and also to the lower link 6, it would be acceptable to
provide such projecting portions to one or the other of
these links, only, and it would still be possible to antici-
pate reduction and equalization of the sliding resistance.
[0040] Further, although by way of example the end
portions of the projecting portions were shown as being
formed with arcuate faces of radius R, it would be ac-
ceptable to form them as having any curved surface,
and it would be possible to obtain the same function and
results as described above.
[0041] Although the toroidal type continuously varia-
ble transmission of the embodiments described is a CVT
of the half toroidal type which has a double cavity, the
present teaching can also be applied to other types of
toroidal type continuously variable transmission, for ex-
ample to a single cavity type toroidal type continuously
variable transmission.

Claims

1. Toroidal type continuously variable transmission,
comprising:

a rotation shaft (1);
an input disk (21) which is arranged coaxially
with said rotation shaft (1) and is driven there-
by;
an output disk (22) which is arranged coaxially
with said rotation shaft (1) and opposes said in-
put disk (21);
a pair of trunnions (4) arranged in opposite po-
sitions on both sides of said rotation shaft (1),
said trunnions (4) are movable in axial direction
thereof and also around the axial direction
thereof, each of said trunnions (4) comprises
rotation shafts (41, 44) formed at both end por-
tions of said trunnions (4), and offset portions
(4A) which are offset by a predetermined
amount from said rotation shafts (41, 44) be-
tween said rotation shafts (41, 44);
an actuator (30) which drives each of said trun-
nions (4) in the mutually opposite axial direction
of the trunnions (4);
power rollers (20) which are supported by said
trunnions (4) and are gripped between said in-
put disk (21) and said output disk (22);
links (5, 6) each of which is respectively formed
with aperture portions (5A, 6A) into which said
respective rotation shafts (41, 44) of said trun-
nions (4) are inserted; and
spherical joints (60) provided between the outer
peripheries of said rotation shafts (41, 44) and
said aperture portions (5A, 6A);
shoulder portions (40, 43) formed on said trun-
nions (4) opposing said links (5, 6); and
projecting portions formed upon said links (5,
6) and capable of contacting slidably onto said

shoulder portions (40, 43) of said trunnions (4)
when said links (5, 6) execute swinging move-
ment, said projecting portions are formed as
separated first and second projecting portions
(50L, 50H) which lie on opposite sides of the
respective aperture portion (5A, 6A), said first
and second projecting portions (50L, 50H) have
mutually confronting short sides (50S), wherein
end portions of said first and second projecting
portions (50L, 50H) are formed with arcuate
faces (50A, 50B), and these short sides (50S)
are formed along radial directions of said
through holes (5A, 6A).

2. Toroidal type continuously variable transmission
according to claim 1, wherein said projecting por-
tions (50, 50L, 50H) are formed parallel to said input
shaft (1) upon said links (5, 6).

3. Toroidal type continuously variable transmission
according to claim 1 or 2, wherein corner portions
of said short sides (50S) of said projecting portions
(50L, 50H) which can contact slidably onto said
shoulder portions (40, 43) of said trunnions (4) are
formed with arcuate faces (50B).

4. Toroidal type continuously variable transmission
according to claim 3, wherein an arc radius (R1) of
said arcuate faces (50A) of said projecting portions
(50) formed parallel with said input shaft (1) on said
links (5, 6) which can contact slidably onto said
shoulder portions (40, 43) of said trunnions (4) is
set to be greater than an arc radius (R2) of said ar-
cuate faces (50B) of said short sides (50S).

Patentansprüche

1. Stufenloses Toroidgetriebe, das umfasst:

eine Drehwelle (1);

eine Eingangsscheibe (21), die koaxial zu der
Drehwelle (1) angeordnet ist und von ihr ange-
trieben wird;

eine Ausgangsscheibe (22), die koaxial zu der
Drehwelle (1) angeordnet ist und der Eingangs-
scheibe (21) gegenüberliegt;

ein Paar Drehzapfen (4), die an einander ge-
genüberliegenden Positionen auf beiden Sei-
ten der Drehwelle (1) angeordnet sind, wobei
die Drehzapfen (4) in axialer Richtung dersel-
ben und auch um die axiale Richtung derselben
herum bewegt werden können und jeder der
Drehzapfen (4) Drehwellen (41, 44), die an bei-
den Endabschnitten der Drehzapfen (4) ausge-
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bildet sind, sowie Versatzabschnitte (4A), die
gegenüber den Drehwellen (41, 44) um einen
vorgegebenen Betrag versetzt sind, zwischen
den Drehwellen (41, 44) umfasst;

ein Stellglied (30), das jeden der Drehzapfen
(4) in der entgegengesetzten axialen Richtung
der Drehzapfen (4) antreibt;

Antriebswalzen (20), die von den Drehzapfen
(4) getragen werden und zwischen der Ein-
gangsscheibe (21) und der Ausgangsscheibe
(22) eingeklemmt sind;

Verbindungsglieder (5, 6), von jeden jedes mit
Öffnungsabschnitten (5A, 6A) versehen ist, in
die entsprechende Drehwellen (41, 44) der
Drehzapfen (4) eingeführt sind; und

Kugelgelenke (60), die zwischen dem Außen-
umfang der Drehwellen (41, 44) und den Öff-
nungsabschnitten (5A, 6A) vorhanden sind;

Schulterabschnitte (40, 43), die an den Dreh-
zapfen (4) den Verbindungsgliedern (5, 6) ge-
genüber ausgebildet sind; und

Vorsprungsabschnitte, die auf den Verbin-
dungsgliedern (5, 6) ausgebildet sind und glei-
tend mit den Schulterabschnitten (40, 43) der
Drehzapfen (4) in Kontakt kommen können,
wenn die Verbindungsglieder (5, 6) Schwenk-
bewegung ausführen, wobei die Vorsprungs-
abschnitte als getrennte erste und zweite Vor-
sprungsabschnitte (50L, 50H) ausgebildet
sind, die an einander gegenüberliegenden Sei-
ten des entsprechenden Öffnungsabschnitts
(5A, 6A) liegen, wobei die ersten und die zwei-
ten Vorsprungsabschnitte (50L, 50H) einander
zugewandte kurze Seiten (50S) haben, wobei

Endabschnitte der ersten und der zweiten Vor-
sprungsabschnitte (50L, 50H) mit bogenförmi-
gen Flächen (50A, 50B) versehen sind und die-
se kurzen Seiten (50S) in radialen Richtungen
der Durchgangslöcher (5A, 6A) ausgebildet
sind.

2. Stufenloses Toroidgetriebe nach Anspruch 1, wobei
die Vorsprungsabschnitte (50, 50L, 50H) parallel zu
der Eingangswelle (1) auf den Verbindungsgliedern
(5, 6) ausgebildet sind.

3. Stufenloses Toroidgetriebe nach Anspruch 1 oder
2, wobei Eckenabschnitte der kurzen Seiten (50S)
der Vorsprungsabschnitte (50L, 50H), die gleitend
mit den Schulterabschnitten (40, 43) der Drehzap-
fen (4) in Kontakt kommen, mit bogenförmigen Flä-

chen (50B) versehen sind.

4. Stufenloses Toroidgetriebe nach Anspruch 3, wobei
ein Bogenradius (R1) der bogenförmigen Flächen
(50A) der Vorsprungsabschnitte (50), die parallel zu
der Eingangswelle (1) an den Verbindungsgliedern
(5, 6) ausgebildet sind, die gleitend mit den Schul-
terabschnitten (40, 43) der Drehzapfen (4) in Kon-
takt kommen können, größer gesetzt ist als ein Bo-
genradius (R2) der bogenförmigen Flächen (50B)
der kurzen Seiten (50S).

Revendications

1. Transmission variable en continu du type toroïdal,
comprenant :

un arbre de rotation (1);
un disque d'entrée (21) qui est agencé coaxia-
lement avec ledit arbre de rotation (1) et qui est
entraîné par celui-ci;
un disque de sortie (22) qui est agencé coaxia-
lement avec ledit arbre de rotation (1) et qui est
opposé audit disque d'entrée (21);
deux tourillons (4) agencés dans des positions
opposées sur les deux côtés dudit arbre de ro-
tation (1), lesdits tourillons (4) sont déplaçables
dans leur direction axiale et également autour
de leur direction axiale, chacun desdits tou-
rillons (4) comprend des arbres de rotation
(41,44) formés aux deux portions d'extrémité
desdits tourillons (4), et des portions décalées
(4A) qui sont décalées selon une valeur prédé-
terminée desdits arbres de rotation (41,44) en-
tre lesdits arbres de rotation (41,44); un action-
neur (30) qui entraîne chacun desdits tourillons
(4) dans la direction axiale mutuellement oppo-
sée des tourillons (4);
des rouleaux moteurs (20) qui sont supportés
par lesdits tourillons (4) et qui sont saisis entre
ledit disque d'entrée (21) et ledit disque de sor-
tie (22);
des bielles (5,6) dont chacune présente res-
pectivement des portions d'ouverture (5A, 6A)
dans lesquelles lesdits arbres de rotation res-
pectifs (41,42) desdits tourillons (4) sont insé-
rés; et
des joints sphériques (60) prévus entre les pé-
riphéries extérieures desdits arbres de rotation
(41,44) et lesdites portions d'ouverture (5A,
6A) ;
des portions d'épaulement (40,43) formées sur
lesdits tourillons (4) en face desdites bielles
(5,6); et
des portions saillantes formées sur lesdites
bielles (5,6) et aptes à venir d'une manière cou-
lissante en contact avec lesdites portions
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d'épaulement (40,43) desdits tourillons (4) lors-
que lesdites bielles (5,6) exécutent un mouve-
ment oscillant, lesdites portions saillantes sont
réalisées comme des première et seconde por-
tions saillantes séparées (50L, 50H) qui se si-
tuent sur des côtés opposés de la portion
d'ouverture respective (5A,6A), lesdites pre-
mière et seconde portions saillantes (50L, 50H)
ont des côtés courts mutuellement confrontés
(50S), où
des portions d'extrémités desdites première et
seconde portions saillantes (50L, 50H) présen-
tent des faces arquées (50A, 50B), et ces côtés
courts (50S) sont formés le long des directions
radiales desdits trous traversants (5A, 6A).

2. Transmission variable en continu du type toroïdal
selon le revendication 1, où lesdites portions
saillantes (50, 50L, 50H) sont réalisées parallèle-
ment audit arbre d'entrée (1) sur lesdites bielles (5,
6).

3. Transmission variable en continu du type toroïdal
selon la revendication 1 ou 2, où les portions de coin
desdits côtés courts (50S) desdites portions saillan-
tes (50L, 50H) qui peuvent venir en contact coulis-
sant avec lesdites portions d'épaulement (40,43)
desdits tourillons (4) présentent des faces arquées
(50B).

4. Transmission variable en continu du type toroïdal
selon la revendication 3, où un rayon d'arc (R1) des-
dites faces arquées (50A) desdites portions saillan-
tes (50) réalisées parallèlement avec ledit arbre
d'entrée (1) sur lesdites bielles (5,6) qui peuvent ve-
nir d'une manière coulissante en contact avec les-
dites portions d'épaulement (40, 43) desdits tou-
rillons (4) est réglé pour être plus grand qu'un rayon
d'arc (R2) desdites faces arquées (50B) desdits cô-
tés courts (50S).
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